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The Expansion Drive.

The drive for the second million (for buildings) will start in about ten days. Your prayers secured the first million: don't let them get the second million without your help.

The Novena.

The Novena started this morning. Remember the financial needs of the University in your prayers. Can we raise another $250,000 in South Bend? We can if we pray hard enough.

A Dirty Dig.

The London Tablet, in discussing the Religious Survey, takes the following dig at Notre Dame students:

"An examination of the preferences displayed in the matter of Catholic authors shows that Cardinal Newman is favorite, with Father Finn in proximity. In order follow: Mgr. Benson, John Ayscough, F. Marion Crawford, Cardinal Wiseman, and Joyce Kilmer. A few other names were mentioned, but their choice tends to demonstrate an ignorance of the field of Catholic authorship by the elevation of obvious mediocrity to places of pre-eminence. Only 250 students expressed a preference, which would appear to be further evidence of the same ignorance.

Externals.

While overcoats need not be worn in the basement chapel, it would look well to conceal the B.V.D.'s and the vaccination marks.

"Courtship and Marriage."

This is still the best seller in the pamphlet rack. Only four copies left.

S.A.C.: Stop the Waste!

Someone unfamiliar with such things took a bath and left the shower running all last night. The last time that happened, a cæling fell in, and hit the wrong man.

John F. O'Hara, C.S.Sp.,
Prefect of Religion.